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 Welcome to this first part series on Lathes.  It is nearly impossible to cover all aspects of 

machining in this article and is not intended to.  This article is intended to enhance your ship 

building hobby. This article is not a study or a course on machining. However, I do want to 

convey the best I can to get you started on machining your first parts and I emphasize this 

machining article for hobby purposes. 

You can use your lathe for about any hobby that requires such work, and most all shipbuilding 

will be made from wood and or possibly some plastic parts too. But it is important at the 

beginning to learn using metal and at the near end of the article, I have a list of three metals 

for you to learn on. Then we can discuss lathe work for ship models only.  

Metal needs to be discussed first as it allows for you to learn the basic principles of turning, 

facing, and parting, of which all three will be discussed in detail. I just want to stay with the 

practical applications to help you get up and running. If you are reading this, then you 

probably fall into some category of a user. Either you were like me at one time and had no 

knowledge of this type of machine and was somewhat intimidated by it, or you already own 

one and have already made many things, or maybe you just bought one and do not know 

exactly how to get started, then lastly somewhere in 

between.  

This practical guide is for those that are contemplating 

such as purchase and who knows, for the seasoned 

user, there might be a little take-a-way for you as well. 

Yes, you can buy a metal machinist lathe to turn wood 

too.  If you buy a wood turning lathe, then you are 

pretty much confined to wood only. And in my opinion, 

really limiting yourself on your possibilities. This is the 

nice thing about having a mini-machinist lathe as you 

can turn metal, plastics and wood.  

There has been at least one time that I inserted a drill 

bit in the chuck and mounted my piece (stock) on the 

cross side to do a special type of bore. The Cross 

Slide fed the stock “into” the drill. So, these types of 

operations might not be available on a wood turning 

lathe only.  

Machine lathe 

Wood Turning Lathe 



So, let's get started.  When you are working with the lathe, I want to encourage you to keep the 

surrounding work area free of any clutter that something could fall or somehow move into the 

working lathe. After most operations are done, please take time to removing or vacuuming the 

immediate cutting area of debris. It is easy for debris to get caught up into the spinning chuck 

and sling metal or wood shavings into your face or eyes. Please just use common sense as you 

only have two eyes. Being in a hurry is also a recipe for something unpleasant. I can tell you of 

a few experiences I had that I am not proud of to mention. I am not a safely nut, but I just 

approach things with common sense. However, there are a few things that I always practice.   

When you take a break and walk away for a while, I always make sure the headstock motor is 

set to off. On my lathe, the motor RPM (speed) has a knob that I can adjust the speed to “0” 

RPM and has a switch that turns the power off. So, when you pull up a chair or walk up to your 

lathe, then this is the time to make any adjustments to the stock if any and then proceed with 

turning the lathe back on or increasing the speed again. Make sure that you do not leave the 

Tommy bar or Allen wrench adjustment tool in the chuck before you turn the lathe on. A 

“Tommy Bar” is just a straight rod that (depending on what type of chuck you have) you insert 

into the chuck to loosen or tighten the chuck down on the stock you are turning.   

This can happen as the Tommy Bar can be 

somehow left in the chuck and the bar happens to be 

on the side of chuck that you cannot see it. Then 

when you turn on the motor, it is obvious as to what 

can happen. It is very easy (at least for me) to 

become distracted get up and come back to lathe 

and get hurt. If you get distracted, when you step 

back up to your lathe, just take a few seconds to 

refresh what you were doing and especially if you 

were in the middle of adjusting or using the Tommy 

Bar.   

It is not very important to know all the parts of a 

Lathe, but for you to convey to others a procedure or 

a method, then surely, I highly suggest that you learn 

as much about your equipment as you can. If you 

happen to be a member of any forum that discusses 

machinist tools or ship building forums, then it is 

good practice to be able to communicate effectively 

with others. Someone might suggest that you use a “Center Rest” to better accomplish your 

task, or your “Feed Rate” is too high.  There are many books that can be found on machining 

and lathes. As you all know, from my experience, not one book is going to be the end all books.   

Ok, so, first things first, let's get to know our Lathe.  All Lathes even the most complicated, are 

all broken down into your basic components.  Headstock, Spindle, Chuck, Lathe bed, Tool 

Holder, Saddle, Tailstock Ram, Tailstock, Cross Slide, Leadscrew, and maybe a Quick Change 

Tool Post (QCTP). These are convenient for changing out tools quickly. 

 

Tommy Bars 



 At the far-left side of the lathe, we start out with the Headstock. This is either a self-

driven motor or a belt driven pulley. On my lathe, which is a Sherline, the Headstock is 

turned by a belt from separate motor. The motor has a speed control from 0 RPM to 

around 6000 RPM. You can change out the pulley arrangement to get up to 10,000 

RPM. I am not a salesperson, nor a representative of Sherline. If you want to know, I 

happen to use a model 4410 (metric) “C” Package which includes many accessories. If 

interested, you can go to www.sherline.com  The 4400 is inch or imperial.  You can 

always convert your lathe to metric to inch or otherwise by changing out the Lathe Bed 

and Cross Slide Leadscrews and calibrated X, Y, and Tailstock control knobs. If you 

purchase the DRO (Digital Read Out), then changing the measurement is just a matter 

of a quick push button on the DRO.   

Next, we can say a few words about the Chuck as this where you mount your “stock”.  

You have basically three possibilities, depending on the manufacture of your Lathe, you 

could have a 3-jaw chuck, a 4-jaw chuck, or a 4-independently adjustable jaw chuck. 

The first two mentioned, all the jaws open and close at the same time applying equal 

pressure on the stock. You will also have a set of two “Tommy Bars” which are inserted 

into holes located on the chuck that you use to open or close the chuck. I think that some 

manufactures have maybe an allen wrench that serves the same purpose.  

Next, is the Cross Slide and this is where you perform your “Y” adjustments and where 

you usually mount your Tool Post or Quick-Change Tool Post. More specifics on this 

later.  



Next is the Tailstock and the Tailstock Ram. If need be, this unit will slide on the Lathe Bed and 

usually, the Tailstock Ram might be a stationary point or you might employ a “Live Center”. It is 

named that because the center just turns with the stock and does not build up any heat as it 

would with a static non-turning Ram. Once the Tailstock is used in a position to the part, then 

the Tailstock Ram Position will take the fine adjustment.  

Then lastly, you have the X Position Adjustment Knob and that is what makes the Cross-Slide 

move in the “X” direction.   Your focus is on the Cross Slide and controlling its movement on the 

Y and X axis. The “Y” adjustment knob (mounted) on the Cross Slide moves the Cross Slide 

“inward or away or towards you”. The “X” adjustment knob mounted on the Lathe Bed controls 

the movement of the Cross Slide left and right.  Other lathes will have these knobs located 

differently.   

Next, let's look at the different types of cutting tools you will use.  The first one is the one you 

will be using most often and that is the right-hand tool. Most of your work will progress from the 

right side of your material towards the headstock. In other words, from right to left. Then you will 

be using a parting tool or cut-off tool. This is mostly used when you are finished with your 

turning project and it is time to 'part' your work from the lathe. It is always shaped like a straight 

and flat blade, but there is more to this flat blade than you can see. Cutting tools have strange 

shapes to them for a reason.  

The different angles of a cutting tool provide what is called “relief”. That is, you only want the tip 

to do the cutting. The relief part is where you have a “gap” to allow the waste material to 

“escape” and be free from the cut itself. If 

not, the tool would bind and therefore not 

cut and cause serious problems. Not only 

is the “relief” important, but also the 

position of the tool itself when starting your 

cut. This needs to be discussed in detail 

as this is highly important to have your 

cutting tool in the correct position.   

This drawing demonstrates “relief” and the 

drawing shows it. It is easier to 

demonstrate with a drawing rather than to 

explain.  Again, the purpose of the relief is 

to keep the tool from binding and heating 

up. Even with wood or plastic, the tool can 

bind. It is very important to keep your 

cutting tool sharp. You will be amazed how 

easy it is with the right setup to be able to 

cut stainless steel with no problems. The 

main thing about cutting metal is that you 

do not want to make a deep cut, but rather 

many shallow cuts. 

   

A 2D view showing looking down on your Tool 

Post and Cutting Tool showing the relation-

ship of the Tool as it is positioned to the 

Stock. The Cutting Tool is usually at 90° de-

grees to the material you are cutting in-

to.  Take note of the “Relief” angles. This is 

very important so that the cut material can es-

cape from the cut, otherwise, the tool will 

bind, heat up and cause chatter and uneven 

cuts.  



One thing I must mention about the parting tool. As a rule when you are parting a part off of 

the lathe, you must “decrease” your speed by at least ½. So, if you are using 600 RPM and 

using a ½ bar stock of brass, when it comes to parting off, then run your RPM down to about 

270 – 300 RPM.  

In some reading materials, and online videos, I have seen some people use a cutting oil for 

parting. I do not use a cutting oil for parting. The reason is that most of the time, the oil will 

allow the cutting tool to grab and cut. I will go into cutting oils and when to use them later.  

Of all the videos and books, I have on lathes, it is interesting that the very thing you need to 

know is left out of all the reading material that I have and that is the position of the tool in 

relation to the stock!!!  

If the position of the tool is not correct, all 

manner of things will not be right. From tool 

chatter, rough cuts that are not smooth, to 

tool binding.  

You will see that the cutting tool “edge” must 

be in line with the center line of the part.  If 

the cutting tool is too low or too high, you 

will not be able to achieve a good cut and 

you might experience the cutting tool 

jamming or tool chatter. Tool chatter is when 

the feed rate and RPM is such that the tool 

is skipping at a high rate and you can hear 

the screeching of the tool against the part. 

In this case you need to adjust your speed 

up or down until the chatter or screeching 

goes away.   

A 2D and 3D view of a Tool Holder 

and showing a Cutting Tool location. A 

good feed rate and RPM is when the 

material curls off at a consistent man-

ner (also depending on what materials 

you are using). Brass and Aluminum 

will produce a “curl” of material as it 

comes off the part. It is common that 

you can have a curl of aluminum 

about 12 inches long. This is normal 

and it shows that you have your ma-

chine set up correctly. Stainless Steel 

will just have small chips to fall off on-

to the Lathe Bed  



 

Basic lathe operations 

usually include what is 

called “Facing a Part” 

Below is an example of 

how to face a part.  Note, that the tool is now located in a different position. To make this 

cut, you want to make the face of the bar stock nice and clean with a flat surface. The tool 

will move away from you in the “Y” direction using the Cross Slide. So, far I have not 

mentioned the “Depth of Cut”. I will later, but for now, the main thing is tool positioning.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At this point, this is first thing to practice 

on your new lathe before attempting 

anything. Here we will show you how to 

“face” a part.  

 

Find a piece of stock that is about ¾ 

inches in Diameter and about 2 inches 

long and insert this into the chuck. You 

want to leave a good 1 inch sticking out from the edge of the chuck. We are going to put a 

nice clean straight “face” on the end of that stock. This is a common good practice to get 

into. You always want to start your projects with a good clean part that is square and has a 

clean “face” to it.  

Another 2D view show-

ing looking into the 

stock. Notice again the 

“Relief” angle. Also note 

that the cutting tool is at 

dead center of the stock. 

There are a few ways to 

make sure you are at 

center.  

The top illustration shows the 

position of the tool at the finish of 

the facing.  The Cross-Slide moves 

in the “Y” direction away from you. 

The bottom illustration shows the 

start of the facing.  



Each time you make a face cut, I recommend adjusting your “X” position of the Cross Slide 

about .3 mm (0.0118 inches or 1/64 inches) depth of cut. Then proceed with the “Y” direction 

away from you. Continue to adjust your “X” another   .3 mm (0.0118 inches or 1/64 inches) 

depth of cut doing this until you have a nice clean surface. It might take several passes. The 

reason is that you might have used a hack saw to make your rough cut to divide your stock, 

or the stock could come from a store bought that has an unfinished surface.  

As a tip, when you are finished with this surface, turn the stock around and put the finished 

surface into the chuck and repeat for the other unfinished side. This way, the stock is sitting 

square into the chuck depending on how large diameter the stock is. The stock might pass 

all the way through the chuck and come out on the other side of the Headstock. In some 

cases, for a larger diameter stock, the stock will butt up against the front facing of the chuck. 

In this case, you do want a nice finished end.  

The same depth of cut applies to turning in the “X” direction. Try to remove about .3 mm 

(0.0118 inches or 1/64 inches) at a time to get familiar with the “feel” of how the cut works. If 

you increase the depth of cut too much, then you run the risk of perhaps the stock dislodging 

from the chuck, or the tool binding causing the lathe motor to bind and stop.   

The “relief” angles needed on cutting tool to make sure material can escape the cut. The 

relief angles come already ground if you buy them from your manufacture. However, you can 

grind   your own. This will be covered in the last series part.  

When using the lathe, please do not become impatient. It is very common that it takes longer 

to setup for a cut than the cut took.  I have spent perhaps 20 to 30 minutes setting up the 

lathe only to make a few passes of cuts that took literally only less than a minute. This is just 

the nature of using this equipment. It depends on the complexity of the part you are trying to 

make. So, please take your time and double check what you are trying to accomplish. Have 

a plan in mind before you start. Later on, I will share my method of making yards and how it 

is very important it is to plan ahead of what you want to accomplish. 

You always want your stock to be longer than your final product. For instance, if I am turning 

a Yard, then I will need an additional 2 inches (50.8 mm) total for mounting on the chuck and 

tail stock and cutting clearances. In most cases, your cutting tool is not going to be able to 

cut all the way up next to the tail stock or the chuck, but you must allow extra free space at 

each end.  

I mentioned feed rates without going too much into it. In short, a feed rate is simple. It is the 

RPM of the Chuck vs the how fast the cutting tool is traveling from left to right or right to left.  

Example, for a bar stock of Brass that is about ½ inch in diameter, you can use 600 RPM 

and using the X position adjustment knob (usually located at the far right end of the lathe 

bed), turn that knob about one revolution per second. I know this is not a scientific according 

to the book, but the purpose is to get you cutting stock. The feed rate I just mentioned is very 

gentle and should not cause a problem. Same criteria for stainless steel. This is a good 

starting point for all types of stock.   Next, we will discuss the depth of cut. This also adds to 

the equation of feed rate and RPM. So, to put all this together, you have Depth of Cut vs. 

Feed Rate vs RPM. All three must be considered before you make your first pass. This is 

very important. Plan of what you want to accomplish before making your first pass.   



This next tool is called a Parting Tool. The main purpose is to part, remove, or cut off the stock that 

you have finished making.  It is very important to note that the position of this cutting tool must be at 

90° of the stock for it to cut all the way through the stock. The tool must be at the stock's centerline. 

The RPM of the motor should be a little less than half RPM to make the cut to keep the tool from 

binding. Therefore, if you are making a part out of .5-inch stock of brass running at 600 RPM, then 

when you get ready to part the stock, then run your RPM at about 230 RPM and go very slowly 

moving your cross-slide table inward. I do not recommend cutting oil for the first time, just go very 

slowly (about one revolution of the knob per one minute). Cutting oil can make the tool slip and not 

cut, then you will think that you are not engaging your cutting tool enough and then the parting tool 

will bind. The reason is that the parting tool is slipping and not actually cutting. Note the parting tool 

also has relief angles made into tool. This is so that cut material can escape and not cause binding. 

You cannot ever have a cutting tool or parting 

tool that is flat on all sides.   

This illustration on left shows the parting tool has 

completed the cut and excess part has been 

removed.  

Note that the parting tool needs to be adjusted 

inward on holder to make sure tool passes all the 

way through the stock. Remember one half of the 

RPM and go slowly at first. If squealing or 

chattering, then slow the motor down.   

The illustration on the right shows a larger 
view of the Parting tool.  

As you can see, the Parting Tool also has a 
relief ground into Tool to keep the Tool from 
Binding as it is parting. 



Continue to practice turning and facing to become comfortable and remember, do not get into a hur-

ry, set aside uninterrupted time and allow yourself time to work with the lathe.  

Well, since after all, we are mostly concerned about making Mast and Yards and such for ship mod-

eling, I need to mention one other accessory. Not all machine lathes will come with this and you 

might need to shop around. Fortunately, Sherline has a Wood Turning Tool Rest that comes in two 

different sizes (meaning the bar length ) . 

Below is such a Wood Turning Tool Rest. 

I highly suggest  that if you do not have any stock laying around go to http://www.onlinemetals.com  

and order these materials to have on hand. Do not go to home improvement stores to get your met-

al. The bar stock they have is not suitable for cutting. I am not sure what it is, but when I got started, 

it was the wrong thing to buy. Let’s just say that those bar stock at the home improvement stores is 

not meant for machining.   

This is what I suggest for your shopping list to get started. These three metals are easy to machine 

and is not hard on the cutting tool. Nice metals to learn on.   

 

These prices are from onlinemetals.com at the time of this article . The stock has been custom cut  

@ 6 inches each to help reduce the cost.  They are very easy to machine metals.  

.75" ( 3/4”)  Cold Roll Steel Bar-Round 12L14 Part # 7587  (Custom cut to 6 inches)  $4.87 USD  

1"  Aluminum Round Bar 6061-T6511-Extruded, Part #: 1090 (Custom cut to 6 inches)  $5.89 USD  

0.625" (5/8”) Brass Round Bar “360” Extruded. Part #1264  (Custom cut to 6 inches)  $10.46  USD  



These metals are the exact ones mention that I suggest. From left to right:  Brass, Alu-

minum, and 12l14 Carbon Steel. 

This is 12L14 Carbon Steel from 

onlinemetals.com.  It is cut raw from their 

company. You can see the unfinished side. 

A Facing Operation in action you can see 
the difference as the tool makes it way 
across. 



Here, I started turning the steel. I moved the tool out of the way so that you can see that I am mak-

ing very shallow cuts (or turning) and as a result, you can see that RAW stock is NOT going to be 

round. As evidenced by the fact of the sheen on some of the steel. RAW materials are never going 

to be perfectly round and as you turn your material, it will become more consistent. 

Notice the turning is only 
“scraping” one side of materi-
al. That is because RAW 
Stock in not perfectly round. 

The tool is cutting more 

into stock and the 

sheen is now becoming 

more consistent. 



A Parting Tool is now 
Mounted on the Quick 
Change Tool Post. The 
lathe speed will be 
reduced by 1/2 which in 
this case was about 180 
RPM. I am not using any 
cutting oil for this 
operation. 

This shows a typical example of how 
the Parting Tool is starting to make its 
first cut into stock.  

You will use the “Y” adjustment on the 
Cross Slide to cut into stock and go 
slowly.  


